
 

 

“To discover is to gain sight or knowledge 
of something” 

How have ideas about discovery been shown in your prescribed text and ONE other text of your choosing?  

 
         

Discoveries can be enlightening experiences which can allow us to attain a deeper understanding of 

our human nature and fundamentally alter the way in which we interact with and perceive the world 

around us. William Shakespeare’s play The Tempest (1611) and Paul Auster’s novel Moon Palace 

(1989), convey how the transformative nature of self-discoveries can confront individuals and 

promulgate a recognition of past wrongdoings, resulting in a new worldview. It is these unexpected 

and progressive epiphanies which challenge preconceived understandings and can renew the affinity 

between individuals, the world, and others.  

 

Discoveries can evoke the knowledge of new worlds, values and the potential for humankind for an 

individual. Within The Tempest, the notion that discoveries allow individuals to gain sight of new worlds 

and values is evident in Miranda’s own discovery of the true human experience. Miranda is physically 

detached from the rest of civilisation, ostracised in her exile upon the island with her father and 

Caliban. Her knowledge of humanity and worldview is narrow and limited to only what her father 

Prospero has instilled in her, evident when she calls Ferdinand, “a thing divine”,the religious allusion 

alluding to how naive she is in perceiving his beauty as something that transcends reality. Moreover, 

upon the arrival of the courtiers Miranda suddenly discovers the potential of human kind for the first 

time, evident in her intrigue and exhilaration upon meeting Antonio and other courtiers, “How 

beauteous mankind is! O brave new world, That has such people in t’”. The use of ejaculation and 

enjambment highlights how Miranda’s has unexpectedly gained sight and knowledge of human nature 

as her interactions are new and fresh, given her isolation from wider society. As responders however 

we recognise the limitations of the discovery, aware of the dramatic irony in her statement due to her 

limited knowledge of the deeply flawed, duplicitous and manipulative ‘people’ she refers to in such 

naively positive light. Shakespeare’s evidently represents how Miranda’s discovery of human kind and 

humanity for the first time is narrow-minded and naive, and that she still has a long way to go in 

regards to understanding the world around her. 
 

 

Progressive discoveries can allow individuals to gain sight of the flaws in their nature, consequently 

transforming the way in which they act towards others. The complex nature of these discoveries is 

reflected in Moon Palace in the character progression of Thomas Effing, an egocentric and avaricious 

blind man, with “not a particle of kindness or human sympathy left in him”. Auster’s use of a hyperbole 

highlights how Marco initially perceives Thomas as an embittered, old man who lacks human empathy 

or compassion. However, as Marco and Thomas simultaneously venture on their journey of self-

discovery, forging an unlikely friendship as blind man and his companion, Thomas gains sight of his 

vengeful, retributive tendencies and ill-mannered behaviour and decides to change his ways.  It is 

Thomas’ rediscovery of his humility which allows him to relearn the notions of compassion and 

empathy before he succumbs to his heath battles. It is this discovery which sees him distribute his life 

fortune to Thomas rediscovers his sense of compassion and empathy for others before he succumbs 

to his battles, by distributing his fortune to strangers in need on the streets of New York, as exemplified 

when Marco metaphorically states that there were, “Fifty dollar bills were walking around in stranger’s 

pockets”. This elucidates how discovery has permitted Thomas to gain sight of his own human nature 



 

 

and manner, which allows him to change and embody a man who parallels who he was for the majority 

of him life.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarly within The Tempest, it is apparent that discoveries can result in the reformation of one’s self 

and to ultimately gain sight of detrimental behaviour. Prospero brings forth to the island the courtiers 

who conspired to unseat him as the Duke of Milan, his character evidently both vengeful and 

retributive, “Let them be hunted soundly, at this hour at my mercy all mine enemies”.  

Shakespeare accentuates how Prospero is consumed and blinded by his feelings of revenge through 

the use of alliteration and animalistic imagery. As the play progresses, Prospero undergoes a 

transformative discovery which offers him new understanding and perspectives of his own actions and 

his attitudes towards Antonio and the others. His rediscovery of humility and reconciliation has altered 

this,  evident when he gives the once ‘rankest fault’ Antonio, a ‘hearty welcome’ when the two finally 

reunite upon the island. His understanding of himself has seen him transform to a man no longer 

consumed by a desire for retribution but a man who ultimately chooses to pursue mercy, “the rare 

action is in virtue than in vengeance”. The juxtaposition and alliteration highlighting precisely how 

discoveries such as Prospero’s own has culminated in a new understanding of morality and a renewed 

perception of himself and his usurpers. Evidently it is his own self-discovery which allows him to gain 

sight of his wrongdoings and the flaw in his human nature and attain self-betterment.  

 

 

Discoveries can cause individuals to reassess the way in which they perceive the world and their 

interaction with other in it. This notion is reflected in Moon Palace in the form of Marcos transformative  

discovery which figuratively opens his eyes and gives him sight of the true untarnished beauty of 

nature and the world that surrounds him. Marco like most tends to view the world in a mundane, 

ordinary way in that the minuscule details are often overlooked or in his words a “merchant for 

generalising, for seeing the similarities in thing rather than their difference”. It is as Thomas’ blind 

companion however,  in which Marco discovers the world in a new light after being forced to vocalise 

everything, “delving into each crevice” to “enumerating each colour and shape”. It is this which 

initiates his realisation and his affection for the world, evident when he states, “I began to hunger for a 

glimpse of the world’.  It is this which initiates him embark on a physical journey of discovery by 

venturing into the wilderness and uncovers, a ‘land of marvels, a world of wild beauty and ferocious 

colours”  

 

 

In all discoveries often entail the acquisition of knowledge of the alteration of an individual’s behaviour 

and nature. Both William Shakespeare’s The Tempest (1611) and Paul Auster’s Moon Palace explore 

precisely how the transformative nature of self discoveries can promulgate individuals to acquire new 

knowledge and learn new behaviours and find the knowledge needed to change their mannerisms and 

behaviour. It is these sometimes unexpected and progressive discovers which can challenge our 

preconceived understanding.  


